Installing a Quick-Snap Spray
The Quick-Snap Spray waters a rectangle in fine mist. There are two models: the Side Spray
5’x32’ and the End Spray 4’x15’. Exact dimensions are determined by your water pressure.
You will bury the sprinkler along the outside edge of the rectangle you want to water, at the
center point.
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Dig the hole so the top of the sprinkler is level with the ground surface, about 7 1/2” deep
and 4” across. IMPORTANT: make sure the unit is buried low enough to pass under your
lawn mower.

Make sure the orange cap is on the black quick-connect nozzle and place the Spray in the
hole. It’s OK for it to rest right on the bottom of the hole. Fill in the dirt. Leave a slight
depression on the side so the SwingSnap adapter nozzle can swivel up and down. You may
twist the top of the hose connector assembly right or left so it points in the direction you
want to attach the hose.

Attach the hose and turn on the water. To align the spray pattern with the area you want
to water, twist the whole riser right or left (not the nozzle). While the water is running,
grasp the extended riser to turn it. You will hear it click as it sets in a new position. You
may make minor changes to the size of the rectangle and rate of water flow by turning the
silver screw in the center of the nozzle with a flathead screw driver. Turning it clockwise
decreases water flow but will increase the square footage that can be watered. Turning
counter-clockwise (left) will increase the water flow but decrease the square footage
being watered.

Questions, comments or concerns? Call 1-540-649-6489
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After you’ve buried the unit in the ground, swing the male hose connector
up. Remove the orange cap and place it right next to the Spray so you can
find it later. Thread the female quick-connect onto your garden hose. Push
the female connector onto the male connector until you hear a loud click. If
you have not pushed it on all the way, water will leak out the sides. The riser
of the Spray will pop up immediately. To remove the hose connector from
the Quick-Snap, slide the sleeve on the female connector back toward the
hose. The flow of water from the hose will automatically stop. Replace the
orange cap. Swing the male connector on the Spray down to lie flat
beneath your lawn mower blade.

INSPECTING AND CLEANING THE FILTER
In the unlikely event that the nozzle seems clogged, you may clean its filter. The filter of the QS Spray
is in the riser just beneath the nozzle. It may be removed and rinsed off. Place your hand or foot on the
quick-connect to hold the unit in the ground. Unscrew the top of the Spray canister and lift the riser out.
Slide the top down to expose the nozzle. Unthread the nozzle and pull the filter out of the riser. Rinse
and replace.
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In order to prevent freeze damage to your Quick-Snap unit, you
must make sure the water is removed before freezing. You may:
1) Remove the whole unit from the ground and replace it in the
Spring; or 2) Take off the orange cap and allow the water inside
to evaporate; or 3) Order an Air Purge from our website and blow
the water out with a bicycle tire pump. Just attach the bicycle
pump, and pump out enough of the water to eliminate the risk of
freeze damage to the unit.

Questions, comments or concerns? Call 1-540-649-6489
or visit our website: www.quick-snap.com

